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Abstract. We here report onWe have developed a system developed to automatically measure the flow rate characteristics 10 

(i.e., the pump efficiency) of the pumps onbuilt in the ozonesondes, so called “pump efficiency”, under various pressure 

levelssituations simulatingemulating upper- air conditions. The system consists of a flow measurement unit incorporatingthat 

uses a polyethylene airbag, a pressure control unit that reproduces a low-pressure environmental conditions, and a control unit 

that integrates and controls these elements to, and enables fully automatic measurement. The Japan Meteorological Agency 

(JMA) has been operationally measureding the pump efficiency forof the Electrochemical Concentration Cell (ECC) 15 

ozonesondes using the system since 2009, resulting in a significant body of relatedand has collectedaccumulated a lot of 

measurement data. Extensive measuring data collected for From the multiple measurements of the same ozonesonde pump 

over a period offor around 12twelve years indicate, we confirmed the long-term stability of the system’s performance. These 

long-term measurement data also showed that ozonesondethe pump flow characteristics of ozonesondes differed among 

production lots. EWe evaluationed of the impacts of the variance in these characteristics on the observed ozone concentration 20 

data, as compareding with tothe reference ozone profiles, indicatedand found that the influences on total ozone estimation was 

up to approx.about 4% to the maximum, the standard deviation per lot was approx.about 1%, and the standard deviation among 

lots was approx.about 0.6%. 

1 Introduction 

Atmospheric oOzone in the atmosphere protects the biosphere by absorbing harmful ultraviolet radiation. In order to monitor 25 

the destruction of the ozone layer due to the release of chemical substances caused by human activities,In this context, the 

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) plays ahas taken the leading role in observing ozone profiles on a global scale to 

monitor ozone layer deterioration caused by chemical release from human activity (Smit et al., 2021). 

Ozonesonde observations are the only means of directly determining the actualobtaining athe detailed vertical distribution of 

ozone from the troposphere to the lower stratosphere. The ozonesonde model used for such observations is a balloon- borne 30 
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measurement sensor to be flownflew up from the ground up to a height of around 35 km, at which pointhigh where the balloon 

bursts, while taking in the ambient air is taken in and measuring the amount of ozone concentration is by electrochemically 

measuredelectrochemicalchemical method. The downlink of the data, through the coupled radiosonde transmission, also 

provides pressure, temperature, humidity and position measurements.The downlink of the data is taken care of by the 

radiosonde - also providing pressure, temperature, humidity and position measurements – the ozonesonde is coupled with. 35 

Since around 2008-2010 (depending on the station), the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) has used been using the 

Electrochemical Concentration Cell (ECC)-ozonesondes developed by Komhyr (1969, 1971). These unitsECC-ozonesonde 

areis also widely used in the worldwide, and atabout more than 90%80% of stations of WMO / the Global Atmosphere Watch 

(GAW) programs' ozone observing networks stations use this type (World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre, 

“Dataset Information: OzoneSonde”). InHistorically, since 1968, JMA beganhad observinged the vertical ozone distribution 40 

with athe KI solution and cCarbon electrode- type (KC) -ozonesondes developed at the Agency’s Meteorological Research 

Institute of JMA (Kobayashi et al., 1966a; Kobayashi and Toyama, 1966b, 1966c; Hirota and Muramatsu, 1986). 

OAn ozone sounding measurement originates from an ozone sensor unit (piston pump, motor, reaction cells, tubes, etc.), and 

is extended with measuring datathe measurements taken from athe coupled radiosonde unit (pressure sensor, temperature 

sensor, humidity sensor, GPS antenna, etc.) as shown in Fig 1. The ozone sensor unit hasuses a small piston pump to bubbletake 45 

the ambient air into the reaction cell and measures the electric current generated by athe chemical reaction fromof the potassium 

iodide solution contained in the cell with theand ozone in the samplingsampled ambient air. OThe ozone concentration is 

calculated from this electric current. The ozone concentration is calculated from this electric current and the volumetric flow 

rate of the piston pump. 
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Figure 1: Appearance of the ozone sensor of the ECC- type ozonesonde ozone sensor (left) and connected GPS sonde connected to 

the ozone sensor (right). 

Figure 2 illustratesshows how the pump operationes. Firstly, the ambient air taken into the pump is compressed until its 

pressure is balanced with the back- pressure associated withdue to the hydraulic head pressure of the reaction cell and a Teflon 

rod in the reaction cell (1). The compressed air is then discharged to the cell by the force of the piston (2). When the piston is 55 

completely pushed in, there is a dead space inside the pump (3), and the compressed air remaining in it expands until it is 

balanced with the ambient air pressure (4). The piston draws in a fresh sample of ambient airThen again, the force of the piston 

takes the ambient air into the pump (5). The cycle is repeated for each pump rotation. The steady pump speeds typically range 

from 2,400 – 2,600 rotations per minute (RPM).During the ozonesonde observation, this cycle is repeated. Hydraulic head 

pressure, which is the main factor causing back-pressure, can be considered essentially uniform regardless of ambient air 60 

pressureThe back pressure could be assumed nearly identical at the ground level pressures and at lower pressures in the upper 

air, while the latter variesbut the ambient air pressure is different along with the altitude. Under these conditions, the air taken 

in is more compressed in step (1) and thate air in the dead space is more expanded in step (4). In other words, as the ambient 

air pressure decreases, the intake air volume of air intake (=pump flow rate) into the reaction cell also fallsreduces. ThusAs a 

consequence, the pump is affected by the ambient air pressure, which governs itsis called the pump efficiency. 65 
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Figure 2: PExplanation of how the piston pump operationes during observation, and effect ofhow the dead space onof the pump 

affects pump efficiency.  

Based on laboratory pump flow measurements (Komhyr et al., 1986, 1995; Johnson et al., 2002), Smit and the panel for 

ASOPOS (2014) and Smit et al. (2021) provided useful tables listingof pump flow correction factors andor pump flow 70 

efficiencies as a function of air pressure. These values are averaged from the experiments at the time of the ECC-ozonesonde 

development and the values recommended by the manufacturer. Causes of pump flow reduction (dead volume in the pump 

piston of the pump, pump leakage, hydraulic head pressure of the reaction solution in the reaction cell, etc.) canmight vary 

considerably amongbetween individual ozonesondes.  In order tTo eliminate such observational uncertaintiesy factors, it is 

necessary to accurately determinemeasure the pump efficiency of individualeach ozonesondes in the preflight preparation.  75 

HoweverHowever,, such determination is not normal practice in ozonesonde launches, as it is considered technically difficult 

and time-consuming. As a result, most ozonesonde profiles are produced using average pump efficiency curves. 

Individual pump efficiencies have already been measured by other investigatorsresearch themes in the past. For example, the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (NOAA / CMDL) 

developed a bubblesilicone membrane flowmeter involving the use ofusing silicone oil (Johnson et al., 2002), and showed that 80 

the conventionally used standard pump efficiency correction tables (Komhyr et al., 1986, 1995) were underestimated as 

compared to the pump efficiency correctionsefficiencies of the currently manufactured the ECC-ozonesondes. TAlso, the 

University of Wyoming alsohas measured individual pump efficienciesy using an airbag evacuationcontraction type flowmeter 

equipped with an airbag and a gear pump with high pump efficiency (Johnson et al., 2002). However, as noa pump efficiency 

measuring systems areis currently not commercially available, we developed such a system at the Aerological Observatory in 85 

Tateno, Japan. EAfter examining of various measurement methods led to the, we adoptioned of an airbag method approach 
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method for ease ofits easiness to control. The system was automated in order to obtain pump efficiency measurements with 

uniform qualityThe system was designed to perform the entire series of measurement automatically, in order to be able to 

obtain pump efficiency with uniform quality, and has been. Since 2009, we have installed this system at Tateno, Sapporo, 

Naha and Syowa stations in sequence since 2009. TAt these stations, the pump efficiency of ‘each’ individual ozonesondes 90 

has been measuredis operationally measured at these stations, which have produced a significant body of data since installation. 

Because of the operational ozonesonde measurement program in the last decade, we could build up a long time series of pump 

efficiency measurements at those sites. 

In this paper, Sfirstly in section 2, we introduce the outlines of the automated pump efficiency measuring system,. SIn section 

3 details, the measurement method and procedures for theusing this airbag type system, Section 4 describesare explained. The 95 

calculation of pump efficiency calculation, andis described in section 4. Lastly in Ssection 5 covers, the statistical results forof 

pump efficiencyies as obtained fromthrough the operational observation for the currentthis decade and the long-term stability 

estimates of the pump measurement system are shown. 

2 System oOverview of the system 

The automated pump efficiency measuring system is roughly divided into three parts: a c"Control unit", a p"Pressure control 100 

unit" and a f"Flow measurement unit". Figure 3 outlinesshows the conceptual diagram of the system, and Figure 4 shows its 

actual appearance. The control unit is designed forto control of the whole measurement system via aby PC with a module that 

communicates directly with peripheral equipment. The pressure control unit consists of a vacuum pump, a vacuum controller, 

and a digital barometer. The flow measurement unit consists of an air-bag type flowmeter in a vacuum desiccator that allows 

various pressure conditions down to 3 hPa. 105 
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Figure 3: ASchematics of the automated measurement system of the pump efficiency measurement system for the electrochemical 

concentration cell (ECC) ozonesondes.  

 

Figure 4: Actual appearance Picture of automated measurement system of the pump efficiency for the ECC ozonesonde. 110 

The control unit consists of a Windows PC combined with various communication modules (DIO, GPIB, and RS232C) to 

control the entire system and collect measurement data. As these modules and the control PC are connected via USB, the 

system can be controlled usingby a general-purpose PC. 

The WindowsA program to control the system was developed as software running on Windows, and is used to 

adjsutadjustcontrol the pressure control unit and the flow measurement unit. The program also enableshas the function to 115 
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conversiont of various measurement data acquired from the flow measurement unit at regular intervals into physical values 

and to collection of the data together with other information such as the digital barometer readings. 

The pressure control unit controls the air pressure in athe vacuum desiccator to reproduce a low-pressure environments. 

AsDuring a balloon ascent, the ozonesondes areis not only subjected to decreasing atmospheric pressure, but also to and low-

er temperature conditions (as low as -60 to -80°C) during balloon ascent,. For this reason, we initially triedeffortsinitial efforts 120 

were made to reproduce not only the low-pressure environment, but also the low-temperature environmentboth conditions. 

However, our pump efficiency measurements forin a low-temperature environment showed that temperature does not 

exhibithave a linear relationship with pump efficiency, and even showshas a negligible effect, at least in the temperature range 

of actualreal atmospheric conditions. For this reason, we decided to perform pump efficiency was measuredments by 

reproducing only withthe low-pressure environmental conditions. Since the minimum pressureexhaust limit of the unit is less 125 

than 3 hPa, the entire pressure range of ozonesonde measurements can be reproduced. 

By manipulating the opening degree of the exhaust valve opening in the vacuum controller with the control program, the 

pumping speed of the vacuum pump, (equating to the rate ofi.e., the decompression speed in the desiccator), can be adjusted. 

The pressurization ratespeed can also be controlled by opening and closing the solenoid valve for atmospheric pressure release. 

With these adjustment functions, the air pressure in the desiccator can be maintained to within approximately. ± 0.1 hPa of the 130 

target air pressure by setting the decompression ratespeed to zero during the flow measurement performed at each specified 

air pressure. At the start of depressurization and pressurization, a series of procedures is followedrequired to preventavoid 

sudden air pressure changes in the desiccator, which might cause a backflow of oil from the vacuum pump to the desiccator. 

The control program allows safe has the function to executione thesem stepssafely. 

The flow measurement unit consists of a vacuum desiccator, a flowmeter controller, and a control PC. Figure 5 shows the 135 

schematic diagram of the flow measurement unit. 
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the flow measurement unit. 

TInside the vacuum desiccator, the ozonesonde pump and an airbag type flowmeter are inside the vacuum desiccatorlocated. 

The fFlowmeter controller, which is set outside the vacuum desiccator, controls the flowmeter and acquires flow values of 140 

them. 

The flowmeter controller supplies power to the flowmeter, allows monitorings and controls ofthe flowmeter status every 

millisecond using athe built-in microcomputer (H8/3052F), and enablessends and receives issuance/receipt of control 

commands and transfer of measurement data tobetween the control PC using RS232C. This Due to the flowmeter controller 

taking allows real-time measurement control on a millisecond scalecare of time-dense control, thereby significantly reducing 145 

thethe load of the control PC loadis largely reduced. 

The airbag type flowmeter has a conversion board to adapt the output of various sensors to the input ofto a small computer 

board, and a switch board to control the power supply of the pump and solenoid valve. These power supply/ lines and signal 

lines are electrically isolated using photo couplers to reduce noise contamination of the signal lines. Figure 6 shows the piping 

connection diagram of the airbag type flowmeter piping connection. The inflatione and deflatione valves are fluororesin three-150 

way solenoid typesvalves, with NO (normally open) to COM (common) communication when not powered, and NC (normally 

closed) to COM communication when powered., and areBy switcheding these valves alternately, to pump air into and out of 

the airbag air is taken in and out by the pump. 
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Figure 6: APiping connection diagram of airbag type flowmeter piping connection. The 140 ml. bag is made of polyethyleneThe bag 155 
is made of polyethylene in a volume of 140 ml. The inflation and deflation of the bag is conducted by using two magnet valves. The 

pressure between the inside and outside of the bag is measured with a differential pressure gauge. Temperatures in the bag and 

pump are measured byin thermometers. The revolving speed of the pump is measured by anin optical instrument. 

The airbag is equipped with a port for differential pressure measurement separately from the intake and exhaust ports to ensure 

stable differential pressure measurement. A model 265 Setra Systems pressure transducer, Model 265, is used as athe micro 160 

differential pressure gauge with. It has a measurement range of ±1 hPa and an accuracy of ±1 %FS. 

The material of the airbag material must be able to deform with very weak forces, be airtight, and have little 

strechstretchelongation and shrinkage, and should be easy to work with andor manipulate.. Among the available materials, 

polyethylene film with a thickness of 0.01 mm demonstratedshowed the best optimal behaviour. SinceIn addition, wrinkles 

caused by uneven deformation as the airbag repeatedlyin the airbag as it repeatedly expands and contracts can cause erroneous 165 

measurements, so a smaller fluoroplastic film is placed inside the bag to prevent these. AfterAs a result of repeated prototyping, 

anthe airbag with aeventually took on a shape similar to that of an intravenous drip bag was adopted. 

The main control and measurement featuresitems of the flow measurement unit are as follows:. 

⚫ Pump ON / OFF control 

⚫ Control of flow path switching via valveby inflatione/ (deflatione) valve 170 

⚫ Measurement of differential pressure difference between inside/ and outside of the airbag (differential pressure) 

（0.01hPa)） 

⚫  

⚫ Measurement of pump, temperature, temperature in the desiccator and, temperature in the airbag temperature (internal 

thermistor placed in it) (0.1°C) 175 
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⚫ Measurement of pump motor speed with a handmade digital tachometer attached to the ozone sensor (0.1 rpm). (The 

tachometer shines light on the rotating part of the pump and detects the reflectedion light to determinemeasure the number 

of revolutions. The rotating part is partially covered with a non-reflective black sticker to. When light hits the sticker, the 

light is not reflected indicate, so the tachometer can measure a a full revolution.) 

⚫ Time interval measurement triggered by the specified differential pressure (1msec) 180 

3 Method for measuring pump efficiency using the airbag method 

3.1 ConceptBasic idea 

The conceptbasic idea of estimating the pump flow rate (pumping power) using an airbag involves timingis to measure the 

inflation time from the least to the mostmost deflated state of the bag to the most inflated state, and the deflation time from the 

most inflated to the most deflatedvice versa. Assuming anthe airbag internal volume of 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 when the most inflated/deflated 185 

states are assumed to be constant regardless of ambient pressure, as long as internal/external pressure are equalto be constant 

regardless of ambient pressure, the pump flow rate 𝑆(𝑝) at a given pressure 𝑝 can be estimated with the averaged inflation and 

deflation time 𝑡(𝑝) as 

𝑆(𝑝) = 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 𝑡(𝑝)⁄ .            (1) 

PThe pump efficiency 𝑘(𝑝) at the given pressure 𝑝, which is defined as the ratio of the pump flow rate to that estimated at the 190 

ground- level pressure 𝑝0, can be calculated as follows, 

𝑘(𝑝) = 𝑆(𝑝) 𝑆(𝑝0)⁄ = (𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 𝑡(𝑝)⁄ ) (𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 𝑡(𝑝0))⁄⁄ = 𝑡(𝑝0) 𝑡(𝑝)⁄ .      (2) 

As this equation shows, we do not need to know the exact volume of the airbag does not need to be known. 

MeanwhileOn the other hand, it is necessarywe have to assess whether or not the airbag is fully inflated or deflated, which is 

done by evaluating its internal/external in some way. Therefore, we use the differential pressure between the airbag's inside 195 

and outside. TWe set thehe threshold was set to +/- 0.8 hPa (+: inflation; -: deflation+ during inflation and - during deflation); 

we will come back to this choice as discussed later in this paper. The flow will bewas switched usingby two valves shown in 

Fig. 6 when the differential pressure reacheds the thresholds. Figure 7 shows temporalthe variations inof the differential 

pressure with elapsed time, starting from the time of the maximum deflation. A series of measurements wasis made when the 

flow waswill be switched at the ground- level pressure. Plotting of differential pressure during deflation from around the time 200 

of maximum inflation (red line) shows that the inflation and deflation times are equal, since they match at the time of maximum 

deflation. In addition, since the pump flow rate at ground level was stable, the elapsed time can be considered associated with 

the internal volume of the airbag. These results indicate that differential pressure values during inflation and deflation each 

represent a certain airbag volume. From the above, pump efficiency can be determined from equation (2) by measuring the 

time interval at which a certain differential pressure is observed.Since the pump flow rate at the ground level is stable, we can 205 
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consider the elapsed time to be equivalent to the internal volume of the airbag. During inflation and deflation, there seems to 

be a hysteresis effect (blue line) in which the relationship between the differential pressure and the content volume does not 

match, but when it is plotted folded around the time of maximum deflation (red line), it matches. This indicates that the inf lation 

time and deflation time are equal, and the pump repeatedly takes in and exhaust a constant volume. We have performed 

multiple measurements on this and have confirmed that the folded and plotted differential pressure diagrams are always the 210 

same. From the above, thus, we conclude that the differential pressure during inflation and deflation each represent a certain 

airbag volume, and can determine the pump efficiency from equation (2) by measuring the time interval at which a certain 

differential pressure (hereinafter referred to as the differential pressure threshold) is detected. 

 

Figure 7: Schematics of pressure differences between the inside and outside of the bag as a function of lapsed time. TheA blue line 215 
represents plots of four-time average difference -pressure values with and thebag inflation/deflation of the bag is changed when the 

magnitude of difference pressure reaches 0.8 hPa. TheA red line showsis a symmetric reference line of deflation to the maximum 

inflation at an elapsed time of approx..around 36 seconds. OAlso, on/off lines forof inflation and deflation are plotted at the topin 

the upper part of the panel. 

The pump correction factor (the reciprocal of the pump efficiency) is obtained only from the time required for airbag inflation 220 

and deflation, and in the case of differential pressure ∆𝑝 is expressed from equation (2) as followsHere, the pump correction 

factor, which is generally the reciprocal of the pump efficiency, is used in the ECC-ozonesonde observation. The factor 

obtained only from the time required for airbag inflation and deflation in the case of differential pressure ∆𝑝  is expressed from 

equation (2) as follows, 

 𝑝𝑐𝑓0(𝑝, ∆𝑝) =
1

𝑘(𝑝)
=

𝑡(𝑝,∆𝑝)

𝑡(𝑝0,∆𝑝)
,           (3) 225 
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where 𝑝𝑐𝑓0(𝑝, ∆𝑝)  is the pump correction factor for differential pressure ∆𝑝  at air pressure 𝑝  and 𝑡(𝑝, ∆𝑝)  is the time 

takenrequired to reach differential pressure ∆𝑝 at air pressure 𝑝 (𝑝0 is the ground- level pressure). In practice, however, the 

effects of differences in differential pressure thresholds and temperature changes due to the heat generated by solenoid valves 

and pump motors can cause measurement errors, giving rise to a need forso we need to consideration of a correction method. 

The details are described in section 4. 230 

3.2 Measurement sequence and measured value 

In thea series of measurements, the automated pump efficiency measuring system recorded valuestakes measurements at 

pressure levels: the ground- level pressure (six times) and at, 500, 200, 100, 50, 30, 20, 10, 7, 5, 4, and 3 hPa (four times each). 

Measurements from inflation to deflation are performed 6 times at the ground level pressure and 4 times at other pressures. In 

each case, as the first record was attime is the "break-in" of the airbag at each atmospheric pressure, so the values fromafter 235 

the second time onward were taken are used as the actual measurements measured values. The final pump correction factor 

finally calculated iswasfactor was the average value of those values observed at the time of inflation and deflation. For each 

measurement, the system also acquireds additional data onas the time takenrequired for bag’s internal/externalthe differential 

pressure inside and outside the airbag to reach ±0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 hPa (+:inflation; -: deflation+ during inflation, 

- during deflation), pump temperature, and bag internal temperature in the bag. After the cycle of measurements at the different 240 

pressure levels, six measurements at ground pressure were madeare taken again to check theconfirm reproducibility of the 

pump operation. The measurement pressure, the number of measurements, the differential pressure threshold, and other 

settings for thethis sequence of measurements can be changed in the control program. 

3.3 ConsiderationInvestigation of the back- pressure (load) effect 

The ECC-ozonesonde has a Teflon rod protruding from the bottom of the reaction cathode cell allowingin order to guide the 245 

air intake tube from the pump to be guided appropriately properly into the reaction solution, by sliding itthe tubing over the 

Teflon rod, which. The Teflon rod could narrows the air flow and producesgive pressure resistance. Additionally, in actual 

ozonesonde observations, the reaction cells are filled with a solutions. AsUnder these situations, the back- pressure 

necessarilymust affects the pump efficiency with these conditions,. Therefore, at the first step, we investigated the back- 

pressure effect of the guiding Teflon rod and the reaction solution on the pump efficiency was examined. In all measurement 250 

tests, we used the same ECC-type (EN-SCI 1Z) sensor was used. This section describes the outcomesresults of the survey. 

Figure 8 (a) shows the results of a comparison between the cases in whichwhere the pump is directly connected to the flowmeter 

from itsthe exhaust port of the pump and in whichthe case where the air flows goes through an empty reaction cell. Theis 

experiment showeds that the pump efficiency decreased (up tpto approx.about -6% to the maximum at 3 hPa) withby 

connectionng through the cell, and that the cell itself generated back- pressure, possibly. This back pressure generation may 255 

be due to the presence of the Teflon rodthin line. 
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TNext, we examined the relationship between the volume of the reaction solution and back- pressure was also examined. 

However, if the pump efficiency is measured with an in-cellthe solution in the cells, the airbag- type flowmeter will fail due 

to backflow caused by boiling of the solution during flow observation,measurement especially under low- pressure conditions. 

AccordinglyAccordinglySo, we used  silicon oil with almost the same specific density as the reaction solution was used instead. 260 

Figure 8 (b) shows the results of a comparison between an empty reaction cell and one with 3 ml of an ECC-type standard 

reaction solution  volume of 3 ml. From this result, we foundindicate that the load caused bydue to the reaction solution also 

reduced the pump efficiency (up to approx.about -4% to the maximum at 3 hPa). TWe considered that thehe solution’s head 

pressure of the reaction solution causes is considered to have produced this effect. 

Figure 8 (c) shows the results of a comparison of pump efficiencies during inflation and deflation under the same load 265 

conditions. Normally, the intake speed and exhaust speed of the pump are the same, and the pump efficiency should be the 

same at the time of intake and exhaust, but the pump efficiency during deflation is always lower than that during inflation 

(about -8% to the maximum at 3hPa). Since the pump efficiency shows a change tendency depending on the ambient air 

pressure like the change due to other loads, we consider that an additional load, presumably the dead space of the pump (as 

explained in section 1), is responsible for it. 270 
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Figure 8: (a) Ratio of pump efficiency with direct when connectioned directly to the flowmeter from the pump exhaust port and 

through an empty reaction cell. (b) Ratio of pump efficiency between the case of an empty reaction cell and one with the standardthe 275 
case of adding 3 ml of ECC silicon oilreaction solution, which is the standard amount of ECC type reaction solution. (c) Ratio of 

pump efficiency during inflation and deflation under the same load conditions. Inf: iInflation;, Def: dDeflation;, BP0: bBack- 

pressure 0hPa;, 0ml: no rReaction solution; 0 ml, 3ml: 3 ml of rReaction solution 3 ml. 

TFrom the abovediscussion in the previous paragraph, we conclude outcomes indicate that a filled reaction cathode cell 

generates a back- pressure, thereby affecting the pump efficiency, as in real atmospheric conditions. The results in Fig.9Figure 280 

9 reveals investigation results revealingshow the correlation of the back- pressure versusandpressure and solution volume in 

the cell at the ground- level pressure. BAccording to this, the back- pressure is approx.about 3 hPa for the standard ECC-type 

reaction solution volume of 3 ml. To reproduce this load, the length and diameter of the piping were adjusted, and a load of 3 

hPa was successfully applied to the exhaust side without noadding any reaction solution into the cell. All further pump 

correction factors reported in chapters 4 and 5 are always measured and determined with a 3 ml reaction solution in the cathode 285 

cell. 
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Figure 9: Exhaust side load withwhen using a reaction cell. 3 ml of the standard reaction solution is equivalent to a load of 

approx.about 3 hPa. 

4 PMethod of calculating the pump correction factor calculation 290 

As discussedmentioned abovein the previous section, a number ofthere are some factors that can cause various observation 

errors in pump efficiency measurements. TIn this section outlines, we explain correction for suchthe correction method to 

remove those errors. 

4.1 Correction for the effects of in-pump heat generation in the pump 

The study’s series of pump efficiency measurements began withstarts from the ground- level pressure and continueds with 295 

lower pressures values. As the pump motor gradually heateds up due to friction, the exhaled air exhaled (pushedsucked out) 

from the pump becomeswas warmer in the later stages of the measurement. VThe volume changes caused by the heating of 

the inflowing air causedis a source of errors requiring correction in the measurement results, and should therefore be corrected 

for. AsSince the heat capacity of the air discharged from the pump is relativelysufficiently small, it waswe assumed that the 

air wasis warmed to the same temperature as the pump temperature while passing through itthe pump, and the initial pump 300 

correction factor 𝑝𝑐𝑓0(𝑝, ∆𝑝) wasis adjusted as follows, 

𝑝𝑐𝑓1(𝑝, ∆𝑝) = 𝑝𝑐𝑓0(𝑝, ∆𝑝)
𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑝0,∆𝑝=0.8)

𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑝,∆𝑝=0.8)
,          (4) 

where 𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑝, ∆𝑝) is the pump temperature (K) at differential pressure ∆𝑝 withat air pressure 𝑝 (𝑝0  is the ground- level 

pressure). THere, these are temperatures are the values at awhen the differential pressure ofis 0.8 hPa (at the most inflated 

state). Table 1 shows the averaged pump temperature during pump efficiency measurements performedmeasured by JMA from 305 
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2009 to 2022. Measurements started after 30 minutes of warm-up measurements, and the pump temperature typically 

increaseds by 5 -6 °C as the measurement progresseds. 

 

 

Table 1: Pump temperature measurement results forin Sapporo, Tateno, and Naha from 2009 to 2022. 310 

 

4.2 Correction for the effect of differential pressure effects 

The measurement time is defined as thatthe time required for the pump to exhaust allthe air and inflate the airbag from from 

zero volume to 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 or to deflate it from 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 to zerosimilarly, under atmospheric pressure p. However, the air actually 

pumped into the airbag is actually further inflated or (deflated) by the amount of in relation to the differential pressure ±∆𝑝 in 315 

addition to the ambient air pressure 𝑝. DBy measuring the differential pressure, thus enableswe can determinatione of whether 

the bag is full or empty and detect thebag content and internal volume of the airbag. There is a need toWe should consider 

relatedthe effects of this on the measurement time by converting the air pressure change inside the airbag into a volume change. 

UAssuming no change in temperature, using the Boyle-Charles law (assuming no change in temperature), the internal volume 

of the airbag, 𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔 , changes withby the ratio of the airbag differential pressure ∆𝑝 , to the ambient air pressure 𝑝 ., 320 

Accordingly,so the measurement time 𝑡𝑚 for the net measurement time 𝑡(𝑝), at the air pressure 𝑝 is expressed as 

𝑡𝑚 = 𝑡(𝑝) ∙ (1 + ∆𝑝 𝑝⁄ ).            (5) 

Pressure (hPa)
Pump Temperature (℃)

[JMA 2009 - 2022]

3 37.0 ± 2.2

4 36.7 ± 2.2

5 36.4 ± 2.2

7 36.1 ± 2.1

10 35.7 ± 2.1

20 35.4 ± 2.1

30 35.1 ± 2.1

50 34.6 ± 2.1

100 33.9 ± 2.1

200 33.1 ± 2.0

1000 31.1 ± 2.0
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HereFrom this equation, itwe can be seen that the lower the ambient pressure 𝑝 is, the values produce a larger the effect on the 

measurement time. To checkconfirm the effects of this operationcorrection (hereafter referred to here as the pressure 

correction) using 𝑡𝑚 as the measurement time, we varied the differential pressure threshold was varied from ±0.1 to ±0.8 hPa 325 

in turn, obtained the pump efficiency with this correction was determined for each pressure, and comparisoned to valuesit with 

that without the correction was performed. Figure 10 shows the results of comparison results at an ambient pressure of 3 hPa. 

It can be seen that the pressure correction is generally does a good job effective, but, even after applying this correction, the 

correlation between the pump correction factor and the differential pressure threshold remains high. TWe consider the effects 

of the differential pressure can therefore be seenacting as another pump loading factor on the pump. In other wordsThus, if the 330 

differential pressure acts as anthe exhaust (intake) side load when the airbag is inflated (deflated), it is consistent with the 

results can be seen as consistent with those of the previous pressure correction. However, deriving correction for this effect is 

not straightforward, asbecause these loads change during measurement and eachdifferent pumps responds differently to those 

loads. To avoid such effects, we should make mMeasurements at even lower differential pressure thresholds should be 

considered to avoid such effects, but there is a limitation to the differential pressure thresholds that can be set;, very lowsmall 335 

differential pressures are outside the detection limit of the micro differential pressure gauge and the measurement of time- 

interval measurements is prone to errors. However,On the other hand, since the pump correction factor without differential 

pressure correction shows a very high correlation with the differential pressure threshold, we can fully use the y-intercept of 

the regression line can be comprehensively used as an estimate of the pump correction factor for a zero differential pressure 

threshold. AccordinglyTherefore, in the actual measurement, we estimate the pump correction factor corrected for the effects 340 

of the differential pressure in actual measurement can be estimated byfrom the regression line obtained from the measurement 

time taken at each of the multiple differential pressure thresholds. The pump correction factor 𝑝𝑐𝑓2(𝑝) at zero differential 

pressure with thisobtained by the method described aboveapproach is expressed as 

𝑝𝑐𝑓2(𝑝) = 𝑝𝑐𝑓1(𝑝, Δ𝑝 = 0).          (6) 

 345 
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Figure 10: Pump correction factors calculated for variousdifferent differential pressure thresholds. ValuesThe pump correction 

factors (representing the inverse of pump efficiency) calculated for each differential pressure threshold are plotted with and without 

correction and with pressure correction. The values in (a) and (b) are based on the measurement times during expansion and 

contraction, respectively, at 3 hPa ambient air pressure,. These values were measured by connecting as determined with the pump's 

inlet and exhaust ports directly connected to a flowmeter. 350 

4.3 Correction for temperature the changes in airbag capacity variationsdue to temperature 

As the polyethylene of The airbag used for differential pressure measurement is made of polyethylene. Since polyethylene has 

the property of expandsing and contractsing withdepending on the temperature, we need to consider the changes in bagthe 

volume of the airbag during measurement must be considered. InternalThe temperature inside the airbag gradually rises during 

measurement because the piping leading to the airbag is heated by the heat of the solenoid valve and the circuit board inside 355 

the flowmeter housing, and the air pumped into the airbag is heated by thepump frictional heat of the pump. The temperature 

eventually rises by aroundabout 5 to 10°C in a measurement sequence. Since relatedthis variations in airbag volume is also 

causea measurement errors source, the pump efficiency is corrected using temperature data obtained from thermistors placed 

near the airbag. 

After measuring the pump efficiency measurement while changing thewith airbag internal temperature inside the 360 

airbagvariations in a thermostatic bath, it waswe found that approximateabout halvingf of the airbag temperature change rate 

affected the pump correction factor. It has been confirmed that Charles' law also is obeyedheld when the pump temperature 

was is changed using the same experimental apparatus. This is attributedlikely due to the effects of the changes in airbag 

elongation and elasticity due to the thermal properties of the polyethylene film offsetting the effects of the volume change 

relating todue to Charles' law by aroundabout half. TheBased on the results of this experimental results indicated, that the 365 

pump correction factor after correction for the temperature-dependent changes in airbag capacity can beis expressed as follows, 

𝑝𝑐𝑓3(𝑝) = 𝑝𝑐𝑓2(𝑝) (1 − 0.5
𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔(𝑝0,∆𝑝=0.8)−𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔(𝑝,∆𝑝=0.8)

𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔(𝑝0,∆𝑝=0.8)
),       (7) 

where 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑔(𝑝, ∆𝑝) is the airbag temperature of the airbag (K) at differential pressure ∆𝑝 withat air pressure 𝑝 (𝑝0 is the 

ground- level pressure). 

4.4 Application of pump efficiency measurement results to ozone partial pressure calculation 370 

PThe pump efficiency 𝑘(𝑝) at atmospheric pressure 𝑝 is given by the following equation (Kobayashi and, Toyama,; 1966b as), 

𝑘(𝑝) = 1 − 𝐾 ∙ (
1

𝑝
−

1

𝑝0
),            (8) 

where 𝑝0 is the ground- level pressure (hPa) and 𝐾 is a constant. According to Steinbrecht et al. (1998), when adiabatic change 

occurs in the pump, a power term (specific heat ratio 𝛾 ≈ 1.4) should beis added to the second term on the right side as follows,: 
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𝑘(𝑝) = 1 − 𝐾 ∙ (
1

𝑝
−

1

𝑝0
)

1

𝛾
.            (9)375 

  

Assuming that this is actuallyin reality it is a polytropic change relating tobecause of the effects of heat exchange with the 

pump in addition to the adiabatic change, the following approximate equation can be given:is givenFrom above, the following 

approximate expression is given as 

𝑝𝑐𝑓(𝑝) =
1

𝑘(𝑝)
=

1

1−𝐾∙(
1

𝑝
−

1

𝑝0
)

1
𝑛

=
1

1−𝑐0(
1

𝑝
−

1

𝑝0
)

𝑐1 𝑝𝑐𝑓(𝑝) =
1

1−𝑐0(
1

𝑝
−

1

𝑝0
)

𝑐1.   ,    380 

       (108) 

where 𝑛 is athe polytropic index dependenting on the ozone sensor, 𝑐0  is a constant dependenting on the ozone sensor and 𝑐1 

is 
1

𝑛
. 

The application of the pump efficiency measurement results to the ozonesonde observations is based on 𝑝𝑐𝑓3(𝑝) with the 

corrections described in Ssection 4.3. 𝑝𝑐𝑓3(𝑝) is calculated from the average of three6 measurements in total, 3 timesfor each 385 

ofduring inflation and deflation at each specified atmospheric pressure of 200 hPa or less. Using this equation, 𝑐0 and 𝑐1 in of 

the approximate expressionequation (108) are obtained by fitting. The pump correction factor 𝑝𝑐𝑓(𝑝) at pressure 𝑝 is then 

calculated from the sameapproximate equation (108) using the obtained constants 𝑐0 and 𝑐1. Note that we do not use gGround 

pressure data are not used because 𝑝𝑐𝑓3(𝑝0𝑝) should be 1. 

5 Data fromPump efficiency data operationally obtained by the JMA's automated pump efficiency measuring system 390 

Since 2009, JMA has comprehensively evaluatedbeen conducting a complete inspection of EN-SCI ECC ozone sensor’s pump 

efficiency usingwith the automated pump efficiency measurement system, and has been using the pump correction factors 

calculated from the measurement results are used to correct the ozonesonde observations fromat the Sapporo, Tateno, and 

Naha stations. This section presents the results of these measurements made over this last 13 years. 

5.1 Comparison of pump correction factors between JMA and other organizations 395 

Figure 11 shows the results of pump correction factor measurements at Sapporo, Tateno, and Naha from 2009 to 2022 using. 

sSensors with similar serial numbers had been used at each station. The valuespump correction factors arewere generally 

consistent among the stations, although the difference waswith slightly larger differences at 3 hPa, where the measurement 

accuracy is lower. 
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 400 

Figure 11: Pump efficiency measurement forresults in Sapporo and, Naha from 2009 to 2018, and Tateno from 2009 to 2022. The 

error bars in the left figure represent the one- sigma standard deviation. AllThe results measured at 3 sites show close 

correspondenceare almost synchronized. 

Figure 12 shows the results comparesing the average pump correction factors forof the same pump type (EN-SCI ECC) 

obtained by other organizations with the representative measured data ofwith typical JMA data.  The pump motor specifications 405 

were differentchanged from those of the ozone sensor (serial number afterpost- 24000 serial number  or later)ozone sensors 

delivered to JMA in 2013. The results indicateAs a result, air pressure dependence was seen in terms ofthe motor speed, and 

suggest that speed the stability of the speed was not goodwas unstable depending on theamong production lots. We thought 

that the effect wasThis is considered to have affecting theed pump efficiency. AccordinglyTherefore, assince the characteristics 

of current ozone sensors currently in circulation are different from those of sensors before the sensor serial number 24000, the 410 

measurement results of later sensors after the serial number 24000 are used to calculate the representative data of JMA data.As 

a result, air pressure dependence was seen in the motor speed, and the stability of the speed was not good. We thought that the 

effect was affecting the pump efficiency. Therefore, the measurement results of sensors with serial number 24000 and above 

are used to calculate the representative data of JMA. For the evaluation of past observation data, we show also the statistical 

values before the serial numberpre- 24000 values are shown in Table 2. The standard deviation is larger for sensors after thisthe 415 

serial number 24000. Stauffer et al. (2020a) also reportedpresents the discovery of an apparent instrument artifact that has 

caused a fall in total ozone measurements from aroundabout a third of global stations to drop starting in 2014 -– 2016, limiting 

their suitability for calculating ozone trend calculation.s,. and Stauffer et al. (2020b) also noteds a falldrop in total column 

ozone in variousa number of En-SCI ozonesonde sites around serial number 25250.  
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MThe measurements were conducted byat the University of Wyoming have been performed without any no exhaust-side 420 

loading using aby the reaction solution, and NOAA/CMDL has made measurements with exhaust-side loading usingby non-

evaporative oil instead of ato replace the  reaction solutionthe reaction solution (Johnson et al., 2002). We replicated this 

workdid that with longerusing extra tubing length to create a simulated back- pressure fromof the 3ml of the reaction 

solutionwith 3 ml reaction solution. CAccording to these comparisons, indicated thatthe pump correction factors for the period 

during expansion wereare close to thosethe values obtained by other organizations, and that the tendency in relation towith the 425 

ambient air pressure wasis also similar. These outcomes suggest the effectiveness ofthat the proposednewly developed 

measurement system is working well. 

These measured pump flow efficiencies significantly differ from those reported bypublished in Komhyr et al. (1995). This is 

because, as noted by Smit et al. (2021), pump efficiencies inin the values of Komhyr et al. (1995) in fact represent an overall 

correction that includinges both the pump flow efficiency and an estimated of the stoichiometry increase over the period of 430 

flight. 
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Figure 12: Comparison of pump correction factors from JMA’sby our airbag method with those from other experiments. FCurves 

of pump correction factors as a function of pressure are represented for the standard Komhyr et al. (1995) is marked by thea black 435 
line with squares, and JMA pump correction factors areis representedmarked by thea pink linered line with circles. The eThe error 

bars represent the one- sigma standard deviation. Also, a curve using the NOAA/CMDL average oil bubble flowmeter values are 

shownis marked by thea green line with triangles, and those fromthat using the Wyoming bag method are shownis marked by thea 

blue line with rhombuses (Johnson et al., 2002). 
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Table 2: AThe averaged JMA pump correction factors measured by JMA for pre andthe sensor serial numbers after post-24000, 

sensor serial numbers before 24000, and for the entire time period (2009 -2022). 
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5.2 Long-term system stability of the system 

TWe have investigated the long-term stability of the measurement system was examined by evaluatingusing results of multiple 455 

measurements on a sample data collected fromof four4 pumps investigated at the Aerological Observatory in Tateno from 

2010 to 2021. In addition to the correction outlinedexplained in Ssection 4, for this experiment only, we have corrected the 

pump correction factors in the experiment were  according toadjusted in line with the pump motor speed as shown in the 

following formula in order to eliminate factor biases between the pump correction factors between the different uses of the 

same pump using, 460 

𝑝𝑐𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑝) = 𝑝𝑐𝑓(𝑝)
𝑀𝑆(𝑝0)

𝑀𝑆(𝑝)
,           (119) 

where 𝑝𝑐𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑝) is the pump correction factor after motor speed correction at atmosphericair pressure 𝑝, 𝑝𝑐𝑓(𝑝)  is the 

samepump correction factor before motor speed correction, at atmospheric pressure 𝑝  and 𝑀𝑆(𝑝)  is the motor speed at 

atmospheric pressure 𝑝 (𝑝0 is the ground- level pressure). Figure 13 show these multiple pump flow correction factors for the 

foura sample of 4 pumps exhibit. As can be seen, there is no increasing nor decreasing trends in the pump correction factors 465 

for neither of the pumps, although individual differences are seenexist. This demonstratesillustrates the long-term stability of 

the measurement system and freedom fromthe absence of any aging degradation effect. 

 

Figure 13: Pump correction factors at 10 hPa determined withmeasured by the same four sensors during the periodfrom 2010 to -

2021. Four sensors were used for the measurements. 470 

5.3 Decadal monitoring ofon individual pump efficiency 

Figure 14 shows athe time- series representation of individual pump correction factors at 50, 20, and 10 hPa as 

recordedmeasured at Sapporo, Tateno, and Naha stations from 2009 to 2022 (Sapporo and Naha terminated their ozonesonde 

observations in February 2018). At all stations, the pump correction factor exhibits temporal changes with time, showingwith 

a slightly increasing trend alongalthough with different slopes. The slope is larger with lower ambient pressure values to around 475 
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2018 - 2019 (for 50 hPa: Sapporo: +1%/9 years;, Tateno: +1%/decade;, Naha: +1% or less /9 years at 50 hPa., For 20 hPa:  

Sapporo: +2%/9 years;, Tateno: +2%/decade;, Naha: +2%/9 years. at 20 hPa, For 10 hPa: and Sapporo: +4%/9 years;, Tateno: 

+4%/decade;, Naha: +2%/decade at 10 hPa). The serial numbers of the ozone sensors used at each station were fairly balanced. 

As the pump efficiency measurement system turned out to be very stable (Ssection 5.2), these trend of the pump correction 

factors trends should be ascribed to the ozonesonde pumps themselves. 480 

 

Figure 14: Pump correction factors measured for the period 2009 - 2022. (From top to bottom:, 10 hPa, 20 hPa, and 50 hPa). Over 

thisIn 11 years period, the pump correction coefficient factor has changed by + 1% at 50hPa, + 2% at 20hPa, and + 4% at 10hPa. 

To highlight the extent to whichfurther confirm whether this trend is caused by the pump or not, we present the pump correction 

factors for the different stations are presented as a function of the ozonesonde serial number in Fig. 15a. In Fig. 15b, the pump 485 
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correction factors at 10 hPa are averaged for bins of 1000 of the serial numbers. It can be seenFrom those figures, we confirm 

that the variability of the pump correction factors within eacha production lot is rather modest (1.8%), and that differences 

between different production lots are mostly statistically insignificant. 
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 490 

Figure 15: (TopUpper): Pump correction factors at 10 hPa frommeasured during 2009 to 2022, sorted by ozone sensor serial 

number.Pump correction factor and ozone sensor serial number at 10hPa measured during 2009-2019. Bottom:(Lower) The 

samePump correction factor at 10 hPa averaged for each bin of 1000 of ozonesonde serial numbers formeasured during the period 

2009 - 2022. EThe error bars represent in the figure below represent the one standard deviation. 

Figure 16 shows a comparesison of the measured values of the pump flow rate, motor speed, and pump stroke obtained by 495 

dividing the flow rate value by the motor speed value at the ground- level pressure and 10 hPa. Although there is no significant 

change in the measured flow rate, the pump motor speed increased by about 5 to 10% and the pump stroke decreased by the 

same5 to 10% after the sensor serial number 24000. This indicatesWe infer that a shortenedthe pump stroke got shorter 

mightmay increase the relative volumetric ratio of the pump dead space to the piston volume due to differentthe change of the 

motor specifications after the serial number 24000 (as described in Ssection 5.1), which may be. This might be the origin of a 500 

worse a deteriorating factor in pump efficiency. Furthermore, focusing on the deviations between the ground- level pressure 

and 10 hPa measurements, there is little change in the motor speed differences, but with a visible trend in the pump flow rate 

and pump stroke differences.  From this, it iswe considered that the difference in pump flow rate changes between the ground 

and the lower pressure values;, that is, the difference in measurement time changes, resulting in an increased in the pump 

correction factor. In allany cases, the motor characteristics fluctuate discontinuously after the serial number 24000, and the 505 
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flow rate and other characteristics of the ozone sensor change with each group of sensor serial numbers. AccordinglyTherefore, 

we consider that the increasing trend of the pump correction factor is largely attributeddue to the sensor side. 
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 510 

Figure 16: (a) Temporal vVariations inover time of pump flow rate (a), (b) pump motor speed (b), and (c) pump stroke (c) at ground 

pressure and 10 hPa averaged for each serial number of ozone sensors frommeasured during the period 2009 to -2022 (left column: 

measurementd averages values,; right column: relative difference to values at ground pressure). 

5.4 Influence on the estimation of ozone concentration 

This subsection discusses We will consider the effects of the variability caused by the changes in the characteristics of the 515 

pump flow rate outlinedintroduced so far on the observed data of total ozone. Fig. 17 shows the impacts onfor the total ozone 

integrated values if the table values of the pump correction factors measured by JMA for the ozone sensor serial numbers 

before 24000 werewas used instead of using therather than measured individual pump efficiency correction values. The effects 

wereWe calculated the impact using the JMA average ozone partial pressure  of JMAvalues for the period from 1994 to 2008,as 

which is a typical mid-latitude profile. The ozone partial pressure obtained using the table values forof the pump efficiency 520 

correction wereis obtained by dividing the average partial pressure value by the measured pump correction factor and then 

multiplying the resultthat value by the table value. Each of these ozone partial pressure values at each pressure levels (the 

ground- level  pressure,and 500, 200, 100, 50, 30, 20, 10, 7, and 5 hPa) was integrated to determine the total ozone integrated 

value, and the relative difference was determined for each of the pump efficiency measurements during the period from 2009 

- 2022.Fig. 17 shows the relative differences of total ozone integrated values to the average that value. The total ozone 525 

integrated values are determined using the ozone partial pressure values obtained by multiplying the pump correction factor 

measured during the period from 2009 to 2022 for each pressure levels (the ground level pressure, 500, 200, 100, 50, 30, 20, 

10, 7, 5, 4 hPa) by the average ozone partial pressure from 1994 to 2008 corresponding to that pressure level. TWe confirmed 

that the variation in total ozone was reached aboutup to around 4% in the largest case. The standard deviation in the relative 

differences of total ozone integrated values by lot was aroundabout 1%, and that between production lots was aroundabout 530 

0.6%. As per In sSection 5.3, we showed that the pump correction factors tended to increase, but when a decreasing tendency 
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was seen withconverted conversion to total ozone integrated values, it tended to decrease. The fact that there is a step observed 

after 2014 is consistent with the drop- off of total ozone discussedpointed out by Stauffer et al. (2020a, 2020b). 
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Figure 17: Top: Estimated impacts on total ozone integrated values with use of the average pump efficiency correction table. Bottom: 

Impacts on total ozone integrated values for each serial number lot, with error bars indicating standard deviation(Upper) Estimation 

of impact on total ozone integrated values when using average pump efficiency correction table. (Lower) The impact on total ozone 545 
integrated values for each serial number lot, with the error bars indicating the standard deviation.(Upper) Relative differences of 

total ozone integrated values obtained from the pump correction factor measured during the period 2009-2022 and the average 

ozone profile (1994-2008 cumulative average).  (Lower) Average of the total ozone integrated values averaged for each serial number. 

6 Conclusion 

The unique JMA has succeeded in developing a unique system for measuring pump efficiency, andreported here has enablesd 550 

fully automaticto measure the pump efficiency measurement forof individual ECC ozonesondes fully automatically. Based on 

the tTime- series representations of  the individual pump correction factors of thefactors for EN-SCI ozonesondes that have 

been calculated by JMA using this system, we found that the factorsapproach indicate temporal changesd over time with an 

increasing tendency, and also that they varied variations depending on the production lot. These effectsWe can be attributed 

this to differences in the characteristics of mechanical pumps and pump motors for each production lot. In this situation, if a 555 

table of correction values for the pump flow rate correction factor is used without individual pump efficiency measurement s, 

the total ozone value will be affected by up to aroundabout ±4%. 
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Systematic biases introduced in ozonesonde observations due to a change in the pump performance variations can lead to 

erroneous stratospheric vertical ozone trend values. T In order to avoid the influence of the lot-dependent pump correction 

factors in relation toof EN-SCI's ozonesondes on the stratospheric ozone trends and to enable accurate determination ofdetect 560 

the actual atmospheric changes with high accuracy, it is advisablewe recommend to determineinvestigate the pump efficiency 

of each lot to pinpointunderstand the trend of the pump correction factor trends and toenable adaptation it to the calculation of 

ozone concentration. Although the production costs of this system production was not so reasonable to introduce easilymay at 

this momenthinder introduction at present, we hope anycommercialization may enable the use of similar systems be 

commercialize at lower cost in the near future at a reasonable cost. 565 
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